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Fragments generated from the blast-fragmentation warhead after blasting are typically multiple, fast, small, and dense. In light of
the epipolar multitarget feature of blasting fragments, this paper utilizes the movement characteristics of blasting fragments for
modeling. +en, the modeling results are adopted in probabilistic data association (PDA) algorithm of multitarget tracking. A
novel epipolar multitarget velocity PDA (VPDA) algorithm is proposed based on the movement characteristics of blasting
fragments. +is algorithm forms the movement characteristics with the finite element simulation results of warhead blasting
fragments, utilizes the Doppler velocity probability to reassign the association probability, and updates the state and covariance of
each target through the probability weighted fusion. Simulation results demonstrate that, the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm is close to that of PDA algorithm, and the association success rate and the state value update error ap-
proximates to the association effects of joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) algorithm, which can effectively track the
fragments with identical velocity while reducing the complexity of the epipolar multitarget tracking algorithm, and can respond to
the group target tracking scenario.

1. Introduction

+e fragment is a sort of typical destruction pattern of
weapon warhead. During the development and custom-
ization process of blast-fragmentation warhead, it is required
to test the fragment group velocity, fragment size, angle and
field of fragment dispersion, velocity attenuation and spatial
distribution. However, the small field range, great envi-
ronmental impact factor, failure of obtaining the overall
distribution laws of fragments, and many other problems
[1–3], exist in traditional test methods. When the warhead
fragment test is performed with the array-based radar im-
aging method, the radar cross section (RCS) property is
relatively obvious, because all fragments are metal materials.
After the fragment test data are obtained with the array-

based radar imaging method, it is possible to obtain the
spatial position results of fragments at different time with the
conventional radar signal processing method [4]. However,
a huge challenge appears in data processing due to the great
number of blasting fragments.

+e fragmentation warhead is generally divided into
prefabricated fragmentation warhead, semi-prefabricated
fragmentation warhead and natural fragmentation warhead.
+e fragmentation dispersion law of prefabricated frag-
mentation warhead and semi-prefabricated fragmentation
warhead is related to the characteristics of prefabrication, the
design is in good agreement with the actual distribution after
the final explosion, and the fragmentation scattering char-
acteristics of the natural fragmentation warhead are more
random [5]. For the radar used in this paper, the
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performance and resolution of the natural fragmentation
warhead and the radar are matched, so the target of this
paper is the natural fragmentation warhead.

Fragments generated from the blast-fragmentation
warhead after blasting are typically multiple, fast, small and
dense. More specifically, the number of fragments is
thousands, even tens of thousands. Fast means the speed of
fragments is generally 300–2500m/s. Small means the size of
fragments and RCS are small, generally the RCS of fragments
is less than −40 dbm. Dense means that multiple fragments
move together and the distance between fragments could be
very small, which brings a great challenge to the measure-
ment of the motion characteristics of fragments [6].

As to the processing methods of fragment group target
data, multitarget association and tracking theory is usually
adopted. +ese methods can implement plot-to-track as-
sociation, generate flight trajectory, and further analyze the
initial velocity of target and its distribution, velocity at-
tenuation, density, placement spread and other movement
properties. During this process, the multitarget tracking is
most critical. +e association and management of multi-
target flight trajectory include the start, keeping and dis-
appearance of the flight trajectory [7]. Classical trajectory
association and management algorithms include the nearest
neighbor algorithm, probabilistic data association (PDA)
algorithm, and multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT). +ey
have the common defects, namely, it is impossible to adapt
to dense multiple targets as well as tracking scenarios with
continuously varying target quantity [8]. Consequently,
these methods could not be used in fragment tracking.

In dense clutter environment, the PDA algorithm [9]
may avoid the error tracking problem easily occurring to
the nearest neighbor method. +erefore, it has the ad-
vantage of minimum computational complexity, but it is
only applicable to single-target data association processing
or multitarget scenarios without any track-crossing. When
track-crossing or close track distance appears in multi-
target tracking scenario, the PDA algorithm may cause
incorrect estimation of target state, because it does not
consider the measurement value attribution problem in the
crossing gate [10]. In this respect, the well-known joint
probabilistic data association (JPDA) algorithm is pro-
posed in [11]. JPDA algorithm calculates the correlation
probability between observation data and each target, and
thus has much better performance in multitarget data
association [12]. However, its computational complexity
focuses on the computation of joint event probability.
When the number of targets and measurement values
increase, the quantity of association matrices divided by
matrix confirmation will greatly increase. +erefore, the
huge computational complexity of JPDA algorithm makes
it unacceptable in practical applications [13, 14].

In this paper, we fully consider the movement features of
blasting fragments. A novel epipolar multitarget velocity
PDA (VPDA) algorithm is proposed, which utilizes the
Doppler velocity probability to reassign the association
probability, and updates the state and covariance of each
target through the probability weighted fusion. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves

satisfactory tracking performance but has much lower
computational complexity.

2. Movement CharacteristicsModel ofWarhead
Blasting Fragments

Due to the very high costs of warhead blasting test, it is
unrealistic to obtain the complete movement characteristics
of warhead fragments after the blasting through the true
blasting test method. As a result, it is the commonly used
method within the modern military field to carry out the
modeling and simulation for the ammunition blasting
process, and further obtain the weapon performance pa-
rameters. In addition, as the mainstream technology of
computer simulation at present, the finite element simula-
tion may handle various complex physics scenarios and have
excellent interaction function upon the simulation of physics
process similar to warhead blasting.+erefore, the combined
use is adopted. For instance, in literature [15], the finite
element simulation technology is used to establish the fluid-
solid interaction model, the detonation driving process of
the fully prefabricated fragment antipersonnel warhead is
simulated, and the relationship between the dispersion angle
range and dispersion angle is obtained; in literature [16], the
finite element modeling is conducted for the ship-to-air
missile warhead, the analytical model of fragment dispersion
movement laws is established, and the fragment dispersion
initial direction angle theory is studied; in literature [17], the
finite element analysis is made for the dispersion conditions
of prefabricated fragments in four shapes, the dispersion
velocity of fragments is compared, and the optimal method
of improving the combat destruction performance of the
warhead is obtained. +erefore, this paper simulates the
movement process of warhead fragments after the blasting
through the finite element simulation technology. Accord-
ingly, the movement conditions of fragments under the
static/dynamic blasting conditions of the warhead are an-
alyzed and used as the input evidence of multifragment
target tracking.

In general blasting scenarios, the fragments of axial
symmetric rotational warhead mainly have two dispersion
patterns, namely, static dispersion and dynamic dispersion.
Among them, the former refers to the fragment dispersion
generated from the blasting of warhead under the static state,
and the latter refers to the fragment dispersion generated
from the blasting of warhead under the movement state. +e
fragment dispersion patterns for various typical shapes of
warhead at static blasting are as shown in Figure 1.

After the common axial symmetric fragment warhead is
detonated under the static state, the fragment density is
symmetrically distributed around the center of a circle on
the equatorial plane of fragment warhead, and it is unevenly
distributed on the epipolar plane, as shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, about 10% fragments of the total
count are scattered at both ends of the fragment warhead
and the remaining fragments are scattered within the range
nearby the middle part of the warhead.

In order to obtain the relationship between the
remaining velocity of the fragment and time, the instant
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expansion velocity upon the shell break of the fragment
warhead, namely, the dispersion velocity upon the formation
of fragments is defined as the initial velocity v0 of the
fragment. After the complete shell break, a certain further
acceleration effect still exists, while the duration for the
fragments being accelerated to the maximum velocity is very
short. Afterwards, due to the effects of air resistance, the
fragment velocity is gradually attenuated. After fragments
obtain the initial velocity and get free from the effects of
detonation products, they fly in air. +en, they are subject to
the effects of two forces, namely, gravity and air resistance.
Due to the effects of the gravity, the bending occurs to the
flight trajectory of the fragment; the velocity attenuation of
the fragment is caused by the air resistance. Due to the short
distance and duration of the fragment flight to the target, the
gravity effect may be neglected and the fragment trajectory
may be approximately considered as a straight line.

Based on the basic theory of terminal effects [18], the
movement differential equation of the fragment dispersion
in the air may be expressed as follows:

m
dv

dt
� −

1
2
CDρaSv

2
. (1)

In equation (1), CD refers to the aerodynamic drag
coefficient; ρa refers to the air density; S refers to the
windward display area of the fragment; m, v, and t refer to
the mass, velocity and dispersion time of the fragment,
respectively.+e differential form between the velocity v and
the distance x may be concluded through the conversion to
the above equation:

m
dv

dx
� −

1
2
CDρaSv. (2)

+e relation between the remaining velocity of fragment
dispersion and the initial velocity of fragment dispersion
may be obtained through the integral conversion to equation
(2):

vx � v0e
− CDρaS/2m( )x

. (3)

In equation (3), vx refers to the remaining velocity of the
fragment, namely, the velocity when the fragment flies to a
location that is at a distance of x away from the blasting
center. Let

α �
CDρaS

2m
. (4)

+en, equation (4) may be expressed as the existing
velocity equation form of the fragment:

vx � v0e
−αx

. (5)

In equation (5), α refers to the velocity attenuation
coefficient of the fragment, its dimension is m−1, and α
represents the capacity of fragment keeping its velocity
during the dispersion process; the greater α is, the smaller
the capacity of fragment keeping its velocity is, and the faster
the velocity loss is; conversely, the smaller α is, the greater
the capacity of fragment keeping its velocity is, and the
slower the velocity loss is. After the remaining velocity
equation of the fragment is obtained, the scientific estimate
may be made to the movement characteristics of fragment
dispersion.

Introduce the unit time quantum t. Within the very short
unit time t, the fragment tends towards an uniform
movement, namely, xt � vt × t. +en, it is possible to obtain
the relationship between movement and time.

vx � v0e
−α

x−1
i�0 vit. (6)

Hence, based on the dispersion time and initial velocity
of the fragment, it is possible to compute the current
remaining velocity of the fragment. According to the law
that the fragment may tend towards a uniform movement
within a very short unit time, it is possible to deduce the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Static blasting dispersion patterns of warhead fragments. (a) Sphere. (b) Cylinder. (c) Truncated cone shape. (d) Circular arc.

90% fragments

fragment
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Figure 2: Fragment dispersion distribution laws.
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displacement of the fragment within every unit time. +en,
the three-axis coordinates can be obtained. In Figure 3, we
present the coordinates and velocity of a certain reference
fragment at each time snapshot.

According to the computational results, the blasting
process of warhead can be simulated with the finite element
simulation technology, facilitating the study on the fragment
tracking algorithm.

3. Multitarget VPDA Algorithm

In classical data association algorithms, the essential dif-
ference between JPDA algorithm and PDA algorithm is the
difference of association probability assignment ratio at
which measurement values in the crossing associated gate
belong to various targets. When the associated gates of
various targets are crossed with each other, and the public
measurement values exist in the associated gates, the as-
signment ratio of actual measurement values in JPDA al-
gorithm will exceed that in PDA algorithm. +erefore, after
the filtering of JPDA algorithm, the state estimate of the
target is more accurate. However, due to the complexity of
its association probability computation, it becomes the
major reason for restricting the real-time requirements of
this method. In the PDA algorithm, the probability of a
measurement value within the crossing gate belonging to
various targets is mutually independent. According to the
first assumption of JPDA algorithm, an arbitrary mea-
surement value must have a sole source, i.e., the measure-
ment value must come from a target or a clutter, that is, the
indiscernibility of the measurement value is not considered.
+e sum of probabilities of such measurement belonging to
various targets will not exceed 1 (the measurement value
may also come from the clutter). It is required to reconstruct
a flight trajectory and the associated gates of such flight
trajectory include such measurement value. +e probability
that such measurement value belongs to this new flight
trajectory may be computed with the PDA algorithm (such
probability exceeds zero). Hence, it may be concluded that
the sum of probabilities of such measurement value coming
from various targets will increase. With the construction of
more andmore new virtual flight trajectories, and the sum of
probabilities of such measurement value belonging to var-
ious targets will exceed 1, inconsistent with the first as-
sumption of the JPDA algorithm, which represents that the
assignment of the probability of such measurement value
within the crossing gate belonging to various targets with the
PDA algorithm is unreasonable.

In order to combine the rapidity of the PDAmethod and
the rationality of measurement value probability assignment
within the crossing gate with the JPDA method, Zhao et al.
[19] propose an improved fast association algorithm named
as multidimensional probabilistic data association (MPDA)
algorithm, which mainly considers the impact of public
measurement values within the crossing gate upon the state
value update of various targets.

Assume that the probability that the jth measurement
value computed with the PDA algorithm is associated with
target t is βt

j(k). Where, βt
0(k) represents the probability

that all measurement values are false alarms for target t.
+en, the nature of the probability is as follows:



mk

j�0
βt

j(k) � 1. (7)

+e probability that the distribution of mk measurement
values obtained through the computation with the PDA
algorithm belongs to various targets, will be constructed as
the (mk + 1, T) dimensional probabilistic data association
matrix P:

P �

p01 · · · p0T

⋮ · · · ⋮

pmk1 · · · PmkT

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√t

j, j � 0, 1, . . . , mk, t � 1, . . . , T,

(8)

where, pjt � βt
j(k). Each line of the matrix P is normalized

to obtain the correction matrix M as follows:

Mjt �
pjt


T
t�1 pjt

j � 0, 1, . . . , mk. (9)

A measurement value may fall in multiple associated
gates. In this case, the association probability of public
measurement values assignment of crossing gates shall be
subject to the weighted correction. +erefore, each line
must be normalized. If a measurement value only falls in
one associated gate at most, the association probability of
the target corresponding to the gate where such mea-
surement value is located does not change after the nor-
malization. When such measurement value
simultaneously belongs to multiple targets, the sum of its
association probabilities may exceed 1. After the nor-
malization, the impact of such measurement value upon
the association probability of the target to which it belongs
is reduced.

Obviously, after the normalization, the sum of proba-
bilities of each line of correction matrix is not equal to 1,
which destroys the criterion that the sum of association
probabilities of measurement values within the associated
gates and targets is equal to 1 (including the probabilities
that all measurements are clutters). Each column of the
correction matrix M is then normalized to obtain the final
probability matrix Q with the MPDA method as follows:

Qjt �
Mjt


mk

j�0 Mjt

. (10)

+e state value update method of each target is the same
as PDA algorithm, but only the association probability of
each measurement value and target changes. +erefore,
MPDA algorithm has the computational amount approxi-
mating to that of PDA algorithm, but it also simultaneously
has the association success rate and state value update error
approximating to the performance of JPDA algorithm.

Based on the MPDA method, this paper proposes the
VPDA algorithm based on the Doppler velocity information
of blasting fragment movement characteristics model. +is
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method utilizes the advantage of MPDA algorithm, namely,
it has the computational amount and state value update
error approximating to those of PDA algorithm. In addition,
it fully utilizes the blasting fragment movement character-
istics, and further optimizes the probabilistic association
matrix in the MPDA algorithm, obtaining the fragment
target data association method that is applicable to the
fragment with the approximate velocity within the single
fragment group and also has multiple fragment groups.
+rough the simulation verification, this method greatly
improves the high velocity multitarget association success
rate and tracking precision. +is method is explained in
details as follows:

When the association probability of the ith measurement
value and target t, the computation equation of βi(k) in the
PDA algorithm is as shown below:

βi(k) � P θi | Z(k), mk, Z
k−1

 

�
p Z(k) | θi(k), Z

k−1
 P θi | mk, Z

k−1
 


mk

j�0 p Z(k) | θj(k), Z
k−1

 P θj(k) | mk, Z
k−1

 
,

(11)

where, Z(k) refers to the set of all measurement values within
the associated gate at the time point k, i.e., Z(k) � zi(k) 

mk

j�1;
βi(k) refers to the conditional probability that the ith mea-
surement value zi(k) comes from the true target, and β0(k)

represents that all measurement values are false alarm points.
Zk−1 refers to the sum of all confirmed measurement values
from the start time to the time point k − 1, and mk refers to the
sum of all measurement values within the associated gate at the
time point k; θi refers to the event assumption, as defined below:
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Figure 3: Coordinates and velocity of a certain reference fragment at each time snapshot. (a)+e X-Y coordinates of a reference fragment at
each time snapshot. (b) +e velocity of a reference fragment at each time snapshot.
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(i) θi(k) � zi(k) is themeasurementvaluecoming from

thetruetarget}, i � 1,2, . . . ,mk

(ii) θ0(k)� Allmeasurementvaluesarefalsealarmpoints 

+en, introduce the fragment group’s Doppler velocity
probability concept. Let pvr

i (k) represents the association
probability of the ith measurement value and the target,
when only the overall Doppler velocity information of the
fragment group with the approximate velocity is consid-
ered at the time point k. pvr

0 (k) refers to the Doppler ve-
locity probability corresponding to event θ0, and
pvr
0 (k) � 1.
+e computation equation of association probability can

be deduced with the PDA method:

β0(k) �
b

b + 
mk

j�1 ej

, (12)

βi(k) �
ei

b + 
mk

j�1 ej

. (13)

After the Doppler velocity probability is added, equa-
tions (12) and (13) are converted as follows:

β0(k) �
b

b + 
mk

j�1 ejp
vr
j

,

βi(k) �
eip

vr
i

b + 
mk

j�1 ejp
vr
j

.

(14)

+e Doppler velocity probability is computed based on
the fragment movement characteristics model. Taking the
2D rectangular coordinate system (the measurement value
of the target is (x, y)) as example, the state vector of the
target at the time point k is as shown below:

X(k) �

xk

_xk

yk

_yk

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (15)

In equation (15), _xk represents the first-order derivative
of xk, i.e., the velocity in the direction of x, and _yk represents
the first-order derivative of y, i.e., the velocity in the di-
rection of y.

+en, the Doppler velocity of the target can be expressed
as follows:

vr(k) �
_xk · xk + _yk · yk������

x
2
k + y

2
k

 . (16)

When the Doppler velocity function of the target is
expanded at the target state value by utilizing the Taylor’s
series, it is converted as follows:

vr(k) �
zvr(k)

zxk

zvr(k)

z _xk

zvr(k)

zyk

zvr(k)

z _yk

 

xk

_xk

yk

_yk

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (17)

When the partial derivatives are taken with equation
(16), the following first-order partial derivatives at various
state values of the target are obtained respectively for the
Doppler velocity function:

zvr(k)

zxk

�
_xk · y

2
k − xk · yk · _yk

x
2
k + y

2
k 

3/2 ,

zvr(k)

z _xk

�
xk������

x
2
k + y

2
k

 ,

zvr(k)

zyk

�
_yk · x

2
k − xk · yk · _xk

x
2
k + y

2
k 

3/2 ,

zvr(k)

z _yk

�
yk������

x
2
k + y

2
k

 .

(18)

Let Hvr(k) � (zvr(k)/zxk) (zvr(k)/z _xk) (zvr(k)/

zyk)(zvr(k)/z _yk)] and add the Doppler velocity measure-
ment error. +en, it is expressed as follows:

vr(k) � Hvr(k) · X(k) + wvr. (19)

Assume that the Doppler velocity of the clutter conforms
to the even distribution conditions in the Doppler velocity
measurement space, and the Doppler velocity measurement
value of the target satisfies the Gaussian distribution. +en,
wvr represents that the mean value is zero and the standard
difference is the Gaussian random variable of σvr. +e fol-
lowing target’s predicted value of Doppler velocity at the
current time point is obtained from the target’s predicted
state value X(k | k − 1) at the current time point:

vr(k | k − 1) � Hvr(k) · X(k | k − 1). (20)

+eDoppler velocity innovation covariance is as follows:

Svr(k) � Hvr(k)P(k | k − 1)Hvr
′ (k) + σ2vr, (21)

where, P(k | k − 1) refers to the predicted value of target state
value error covariance.

+en, assume that the Doppler velocity of the ith mea-
surement value at the time point k is vi

r(k), the Doppler
velocity innovation is expressed as follows:

v
i
vr(k) � v

i
r(k) − vr(k | k − 1). (22)

Hence, the following Doppler velocity probability pvr
i (k)

is obtained:
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p
vr
i (k) �

1
��������
2πSvr(k)

 e
− vi

vr(k)( )
2/2σvr( 

. (23)

After the Doppler velocity probability is obtained, the
association probability βi(k) in the PDA algorithm can be
obtained through equation (11). Finally, the association
probability is updated according to the above MPDA al-
gorithm, which is the computation procedure of Doppler
velocity-based VPDA algorithm.

Generally, the computational amount of JPDA algorithm
grows exponentially with the number of targets and the
number of measurement values, and the computational
amount of PDA algorithm grows linearly with the number of
targets and the number of measurement values. Based on the
MPDA algorithm, this paper proposes the VPDA method
through verification, and only the Doppler velocity proba-
bility is utilized to reassign the association probability. +e
complexity of its algorithm is in the same order as that of
PDA algorithm. However, its complexity is far below that of
JPDA algorithm and it has the superiority, when there are
more targets or measurement values.

4. Simulation Experiment

In combination with contents described herein, this paper
firstly simulates the warhead fragment dispersion, and
verifies the correctness of such simulation model through a
certain treatment; in addition, based on the fragment
movement characteristics demonstrated by such simulation
model, the epipolar multitarget tracking performance is
tested for the VPDA algorithm proposed herein.

4.1. Simulation of Blasting Fragment Movement
Characteristics. +e finite element simulation involved
herein utilizes the TrueGrid software for modeling and
preprocessing works, and the LS-DYNA software is utilized
to carry out the computation, solving and postprocessing for
the model. Select the large-caliber blast-fragmentation
grenade weapon as the study object, and the warhead entity
model is simplified during the modeling process. Neglect the
shooting head and detonation propagation part, and convert
the projectile body warhead into the cylindrical structure.
Model the warhead as a cylinder structure and assume the
outer diameter of warhead as 70mm and shell wall thickness
as 5mm; in addition, assume the TNT charge length as
138mm, and the charge diameter as 60mm. +e fragments
are natural fragments generated from the charge blasting
shock. In this simulation, the physical situations of fragment
failure under stress are described through the SPH partic-
ulate conversion method. Most of the typical natural frag-
ments generated in the simulation are 130∼150 SPH
particulate sets. According to the unit size and material
density computation, the typical fragment mass is about
1.1 g, and the overall simulation results are as shown in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the conditions of natural
fragments generated from warhead on a top view, and
Figure 5 shows the partial typical natural fragments gen-
eration conditions.

Take 50 μs as the time interval, obtain the fragment
dispersion process by capturing the fragment dispersion
conditions of simulation model at various moments, and get
the results as shown in Figure 6 by applying the effective
stress in the LS-DYNA to display the model.

It is observed that after the powder blasting, the war-
head swells and grows, the natural fragments are gradually
detached and the overall fragment dispersion is relatively
even. As shown in the effective stress indication, it is found
that the simulated fragment rollover phenomenon is not
obvious. As shown from the distribution colors of the
effective stress, it is found that the stress of fragments
approaching to both ends is much lower, the lower frag-
ment velocity is below the upper fragment velocity, and the
stress in the middle part is the highest. +is conforms to the
basic physical laws and also explains the rationality of
simulation model.

Besides, it is found that most natural fragments have
already been stabilized at the velocity of about 50 μs through
selection of reference fragments, and extraction of velocity,
dispersion angle and other data, that, the fragment is not
accelerated any more. Among all the selected fragments, the
maximum velocity is 1600m/s and the minimum velocity is
1100m/s. +e velocity of selected fragments is concentrated
at 1350m/s. +e dispersion direction of the natural frag-
ments generated from the shell is concentrated at the angle
of about 85.5°. Subject to the end effects, the distribution of
the square fragments at both ends of the warhead is much
more discrete, namely, the fragment density at the disper-
sion edge is much lower.

Figure 4: Conditions of natural fragments generated fromwarhead
(warhead top view).

Figure 5: Partial typical natural fragments generation conditions
(local).
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4.2. Performance Simulation Experiment of VPDAAlgorithm.
+e performance simulation verification of the VPDA al-
gorithm consists of two experiments. In the first experiment,
the fastness and precision of VPDA algorithm is verified
through the comparison of the multitarget data association

processing effects with the PDA algorithm, JPDA algorithm
and VPDA algorithm; in the second experiment, the war-
head flight and blasting process is simulated, further veri-
fying the practicability of VPDA in the small-scale blasting
fragment scenario.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Simulation of fragment dispersion conditions. (a) t � 50 μs. (b) t � 100 μs. (c) t � 150 μs. (d) t � 100 μs.
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4.2.1. Simulation Experiment 1. In order to compare the
multitarget data association processing effects with the PDA
algorithm, JPDA algorithm and VPDA algorithm, set two
real targets with the movement state of uniform linear
movement, initial state values (position in the direction of x,
velocity in the direction of x, position in the direction of y,
and the velocity in the direction of y ) of (400, 20, 600,10)
and (600, 10, 100, 20) separately, target position in m and
velocity in m/s.+e simulation step size is 80 frames, and the
probability that the actual measurement value falls in the
associated gate is PG � 0.99. When the number of clutters
within the area of 1 km2 is 1000, the data association results
with the three methods are as shown.

+e association results of the above three methods are
shown in Figures 7–9. In Figure 7, trajectory merging occurs
to the PDA algorithm after frame 40, which causes tracking
error and subsequently deteriorates the positioning per-
formance. From the comparison results in Figures 8 and 9
wemay find that both JPDA algorithm and VPDA algorithm
can accurately achieve data association and realize target
tracking. In addition, the positioning errors are very close to
each other, as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

As to the computational complexity, 1000 Monte-Carlo
experiments are performed in this paper. +e average
computation time of processing the 80-frame data is 0.5362 s
for JPDA algorithm, which is 0.0417 s for VPDA algorithm.
+erefore, the VPDA algorithm based on the Doppler ve-
locity has similar data association performance with the
JPDA, but the computational cost is much less than that of
JPDA algorithm.+e amount is very close to the well-known
PDA algorithm, which is 0.0388 s.

In addition, different number of targets are simulated to
demonstrate the computational advantage of the proposed
VPDA algorithm. Four scenarios with 2/4/6/8 targets are
processed using the above three algorithms. 1000 Monte-
Carlo experiments are also performed for each scenario and
the experiment conditions are maintained. Computer
configurations are i7-8700K CPU, NVIDIA RTX-2070 GPU,
and 16GB RAM. Figure 12 plots the average computation
time of each algorithm.

It can be seen from Figure 12, the average computation
time increases with number of targets for all algorithms.
However, the JPDA has a higher increasing rate, which costs
too much time for dense target scenario. In our applications,
the number of fragments may reach several thousand.
+erefore, the JPDA algorithm could not be applied. +e
computational complexity of the proposed VPDA algorithm
is a little higher than that of PDA algorithm. Both methods
show much slower increasing rate. Considering the PDA
algorithm is not suitable for multitarget tracking, we may get
the conclusion that the VPDA algorithm achieves a better
balance between tracking performance and computational
complexity.

4.2.2. Simulation Experiment 2. In order to verify the
tracking performance of VPDA algorithm upon the blasting
fragment target, it is required to simulate the whole flight
and blasting process of the warhead. Assume that the

resistance in the flight process of a warhead is in direct
proportion to the square of velocity, and the direction is
opposite to the velocity direction. +e resistance to the
missile at the initial time point is twice of its weight. In
addition, during the flight process, the artillery shell is also
subject to the zero-mean white noise disturbing force in the
directions of x, y and z, enabling the artillery shell to ar-
bitrarily obtain the force with the variance of 1N in the
directions of x, y and z. Due to the impact effect generated
from the blasting, not only the 11 target fragments blasted,
released and carried at a given time point, have the initial
velocity of warhead, but also the warhead obtains the
fragment group distribution and initial velocity during the
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Figure 7: PDA association results.
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Figure 8: JPDA association results.
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simulation process as shown in Section 3 in the directions of
x, y and z, and the fragments occur to the cube in the
coordinates of x ± 50, y ± 50 and z ± 50 nearby the blasting
pointing (x, y, z).

+e whole-process real-time tracking is made to the
warhead and fragments with the algorithm proposed herein
and the sensor is located at (rx, ry, rz). +e range error is
10m and both the angle (azimuth angle and pitch angle)
measurement errors are 0.1°. +e range error and angle
measurement errors are subject to the zero-mean Gaussian
white noise distribution and the sampling frequency is
200Hz. +e clutters are evenly distributed within the survey
space. +e number of clutters is subject to the Poisson

distribution, and the density is 1× 10−8 nos./m3. After
modeling of the system, the real-time tracking effects are
obtained with the VPDA algorithm proposed herein, as
shown in Figure 13.

+e different colors of lines as shown in the above figure
represent the actual movement trajectory of variable targets,
that is, 12 targets in total. +e “+” symbol represents the
estimated position of the target after filtering. It is found that
the movement process of the targets is divided into two
phases. Among them, there is only one target in phase 1, the
movement model is similar to the projectile movement, and
the tracking is precise; the targets in phase 2 are generated
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from the blasting of the target in phase 1, that is, there are 11
targets in phase 2. In addition, the velocities, sizes and di-
rections vary, but the movement models are similar, namely,
all of them are non-maneuvering movement models. Due to
the number sharp increase of the targets, the dimension of
the confirmed matrix is increased to at least mk × 12. As a
result, in the most ideal case, the number of feasible events is
211 � 2048 (11 measurement values separately fall into the
non-overlapping gate zone of 11 targets). +erefore, the
impact of the number of targets upon the number of feasible
events is exponential. As a result, the modified K-means-
clustering-based algorithm proposed herein is adopted to
reduce the dimension of the confirmed matrix. As shown in
the tracking effect figure in phase 2, no tracking loss or defect
tracking occurs to the 11 targets and the tracking effects are
good.

+e filtering root-mean-square error and the global root-
mean-square error are as shown in Figure 14:

As shown in Figure 14, the filtering root-mean-square
error RMSExyz(j), j ∈ [1, 101], j ∈ N in the flight of war-
head in phase 1 tends to be stable, when j is about 40; the
filtering root-mean-square error becomes larger at the initial
blasting time point in phase 2. Afterwards, certain fluctu-
ations occur and then it is gradually stabilized below 3m.
+e global root-mean-square error RMSE is 1.4158m, and
compared with the measurement precision it is greatly
improved. +erefore, the algorithm proposed herein con-
forms to the requirements in terms of the tracking precision.

+e movement characteristics model of blasting frag-
ments is used during the flight trajectory association and
target tracking process. Although the number of feasible
event targets declines sharply, it almost conforms to the real-
time tracking requirements, and the filtering precision also
conforms to the requirements, which indicate that the
VPDA algorithm proposed herein can be applied to the
group target tracking field.

In practice, the number of warhead fragments can reach
thousands of scales, such a large scale number is invalid with
the traditional multitarget tracking algorithm. In the work
done of our paper, the numerical simulation shows that
there is a strong correlation between the trajectories of
fragments near the position, therefore, in the actual algo-
rithm processing, according to the fragment movement
characteristic and the trajectory carries on the cluster pro-
cessing then uses the multitarget tracking algorithm, after
this clustering, the target point corresponds to the real many
small fragments which composed the fragment group.

5. Conclusions

+is paper proposes the Doppler velocity-based multitarget
VPDA algorithm. In order to verify the performance of this
algorithm, the finite element simulation technology is uti-
lized to establish the warhead blasting fragment dispersion
model. Based on the dispersion fragment movement char-
acteristics demonstrated by this model, two simulation
experiments are designed and the computational amount,
accuracy and applicability of the VPDA algorithm are
verified. As shown from the simulation results, the VPDA

algorithm fully utilizes the Doppler information of the
blasting fragment target, which not only overcomes the
trajectory merging problem easily occurring upon the
processing of multitarget association with the PDA algo-
rithm, but also combines the processing idea of JPDA al-
gorithm for the measurement value within the crossing gate.
Its computational amount is approximate to that of PDA
algorithm, its association success rate and the state value
update error are approximate to the association effect of
JPDA algorithm, and it can respond to the group target
tracking scenario.
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